
Shekhina creates healing chakra and aura crystal grids with Reiki light.
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CRYSTALS AND REIKI TOGETHER are an incredible
way to offer vibrational healing to bring support, rejuve-
nation, empowerment and inspiration. Reiki is the ener-

gy of the Universal Love. In my practice I have always known
Reiki is enough, in and of itself, giving the person exactly what
they need for their healing in each Reiki session.
My first experience with crystals came one evening while giv-

ing myself Reiki. As a part of my spiritual practice I Reiki myself
every evening before I go to sleep. One evening I asked Reiki
how I could connect more with the moon and the divine femi-
nine aspects of myself. I continued giving Reiki to myself and
shifted one hand to my third eye chakra on my forehead. A vision
came through of a beautiful clear quartz crystal that had a cres-
cent moon in the center. The quartz crystal was double-terminat-
ed, meaning it had two points grown together as one. Quartz crys-
tal is the most powerful crystal raising energy to its highest level
possible. Quartz attunes one to their spiritual purpose and helps
one connect to their highest self.
The next day I went to The Love of Ganesha, a gift shop on

Haight Street in San Francisco, to browse the crystal merchan-
dise. There were all kinds of crystals to see. I looked around the
store in hopes of seeing the one I had seen in the vision. In a huge
basket of quartz crystals, I looked through each one until I magi-
cally saw it. The quartz crystal with a bright crescent moon inside
that Reiki had shown me the evening before! Reiki helped me to
find a quartz crystal to resonate with the moon and my divine
feminine aspects. I was instantly in love with crystals!
Crystals are minerals from the earth that form within the

molten magma. There is a molecular structure within crystals
that create the geometric shapes. The many different mineral
combinations within them make the colors. For example, iron
and aluminum create the purple hue that is within amethyst.
Malachite is green because of copper carbonate hydroxide. Pure
quartz is clear from a simple combination of silicon and oxygen.
Quartz crystals are conductors of energy and used in watches,
computers, cell phones and many electronics we use today. I find
this fascinating that quartz crystals are conductors of energy and
can also be used, of course, with Reiki energy!
I became mesmerized by the way light moved through the

stones and wanted to learn how I could enhance my Reiki ses-
sions with these gifts from the earth. We are fortunate to have
amazing books today that share with us the many secrets of what
these wise old stones offer. Two books that have helped me
tremendously are The Crystal Bible, by Judy Hall, and The Book of

Stones: Who They Are and What They Teach, by Robert Simmons
and Naisha Ahsian. These books have taught me what each crys-
tal offers for its special healing properties, some history, and the
mineral makeup of each stone. There are also pictures of every
crystal in these books so one can easily identify them.
You can buy many kinds of crystals from any store that carries

them, or you can attend a crystal gem show. I usually go to The
Love of Ganesha crystal shop, but three times a year, the “Great
San Francisco Crystal Fair” is held near me. There are over 30
crystal dealers in attendance, right on the San Francisco Bay.
When you get your crystals, the next step is to clear or cleanse

them of any energies they may have absorbed. Sometimes crystals
can pick up negative energy from people, place or environments,
so it is always important to cleanse them when you get them.
Sometimes they can even pick up our negative energies when we
are feeling imbalanced, so, I recommend periodically doing these
cleansing techniques as often as needed if you feel your crystals
dim in their potency. You can tell by the way they might not lift
you up as they once did when you started using them.
There are a couple of methods I use to clear my crystals. One

technique is I place the crystals to be cleansed on a table, and
then hold my hands over them to use Reiki with the Power sym-
bol. I will Reiki them until I feel a softening in my hands and
then I know I have cleared the crystals. Another method is to
leave them in the sunlight for half a day to naturally cleanse
them, or sometimes I will place the stones in a bowl of water for
an hour or so to allow the water to clear any unwanted energies.
I may rest a crystal outside on the soil to let it clear and ground
back to the energies of the earth for an evening, allowing the
crystal to recalibrate to the earth grid energies. Some people use
white sage to clear their crystals letting the sacred smoke waft
around them many times to purify them. Once purified, I bring
them together and begin to reignite them with Reiki. I use both
hands held over them and allow the Reiki to fill them with the
Universal Love. This process also aligns the crystals to me.
As a healer I find all crystals hold many secret mysteries within

them to discover. Crystals can be millions of years old, and each
type of stone has a spirit essence. They have their own messages and
healing properties. Lapis lazuli is a beautiful cobalt blue with gold
specks in it. It helps to open the third eye and balance the throat
chakra and can open psychic abilities and dreams. This stone facil-
itates spiritual visioning and personal power. One day while I was
holding my lapis lazuli crystal to see what it felt like, holding it with
Reiki in both hands, I had a very profound experience. Reiki guid-
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Chakra System which creates a crystal grid with the chakra align-
ment. I choose a crystal that is the color of each chakra as follows:

Crown Chakra—Apophyllite is for spiritual expansion and
opening to higher consciousness. It helps to bring Divine Light
into the crown and raises the vibration of the whole person’s
chakra grid bringing forth spiritual clarity of truth.

Third Eye Chakra—Purple amethyst brings calmness and medi-
tation to the mind. It is a beautiful crystal of protection and intu-
itive seeing. Amethyst heals the mind by transforming negativi-
ty into love. It helps us to see ourselves with compassion from our
Divine Self.

Throat Chakra—Blue calcite is a pastel light blue that is very
soothing and cleansing to the emotions. Blue calcite gently clears
blockages that may be in the way of speaking one’s truth. It helps
the throat chakra feel safe to express creative inspirations.

Heart Chakra—Rose quartz is a crystal of unconditional love
and helps to bring compassion. Rose quartz purifies the heart of
emotional pain and helps with forgiveness for ourselves and oth-
ers. It can heal and replenish with high vibration Universal Love.

ed me to place the lapis lazuli stone on my third eye chakra. As soon
as I placed it there, Reiki asked me to mentally write a CKR and
HSZSN to open time and space for distance healing. I closed my
eyes, and to my surprise, I saw a vision of myself in a past life in
Egypt walking in the pyramids. I was wearing a lapis lazuli necklace
and a long blue dress and was one of many spiritual keepers of the
pyramid’s energy grids. As I watched myself in the vision, I was quiet
and content with my profession. It did not seem glamorous or even
exciting, but more of a natural duty in that lifetime. Then Reiki
brought me back to the present moment, and I looked down at my
lapis lazuli in my hands. At that moment I understood my power,
and that understanding is still within me now as I connect with
Reiki and crystals for empowerment.
Everyone’s ability to see, hear or have a vision with the crystals

varies for each person. You can open yourself to meet the spirit
essence of each crystal that you work with by using Reiki with
meditation. When in your meditative state, hold the crystal in your
hands and call upon Reiki to help you to hear, see or intuit what
specific healing or guidance the crystal may have for you. You may
receive the messages or images that the essence of the crystal has
to offer you for your healing and spiritual guidance. You can also
look up meanings for the messages of each crystal in the Crystal
Bible or The Book of Stones: Who They Are and What They Teach.
Crystals can magnify the energy of Reiki or focus Reiki to spe-

cific points of the body. One way I use the crystals is through the
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through all the crystals, and down to the feet of the first chakra
crystal. Then I begin my Reiki session as I usually do, with a prayer
to the Reiki energy to heal this beautiful soul and bring whatever
they need for their highest good. I begin by placing my hands over
the crystal and the person’s chakra to allow the Reiki to flow. It is
exciting to feel everything together—the alchemy of Reiki, the
unique healing essence of each crystal combining with the per-
son’s energy for healing. Most people will feel calm, centered and
rejuvenated after receiving Reiki with the Chakra crystal grid.
Sometimes I will add an aura grid of crystals around the client

with the Chakra grid in place. This technique is excellent for
people who want to have better boundaries with others in their
lives. To create an aura grid, I place an oval shape around the
body about a foot or so away, with the crystals. The crystals I
choose may change from person to person depending on where
Reiki guides me.
In this aura crystal grid, I have clear quartz at the top of the

oval. Clear quartz offers the most powerful energy vibration
and connects us to the spirit realms. It works on all levels
mind, body, emotional and physical to bring balance and heal-

Power Chakra—Citrine is a translucent golden quartz that
brings strength and empowerment of sun energy. Citrine brings
self-confidence and self-esteem through feelings of internal well-
being and joy. It is a stone of regeneration and manifestation
through abundance.

Sacral Chakra—Carnelian is a gorgeous deep red-orange crystal.
It promotes life force vitality and creativity. Carnelian gives us
the courage to live in our true creative soul energies of dancing,
singing, painting, writing, anything that makes our soul happy. It
is also healing for sexuality.

Root Chakra—Smoky quartz can be very light to deep chocolate
brown and is an excellent grounding crystal. Smoky quartz clears
negativity and fear while raising vibrations in one’s energy grid.
This crystal brings our energy back into the alignment of the
Earth’s abundance.

To create a crystal chakra grid with Reiki, I place the crystals
on my client according to the colors of the chakras. I wait to see
if they resonate with the client by using Reiki above their body,
and I run my hand all the way from the top crystal at the crown
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Clear quartz natural points with crescent moon

Master dalmatian quartz crystal wand with hematite
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Apophyllite crystal 
for crown chakra

Amethyst quartz crystal
for third eye chakra

Blue calcite crystal 
for throat chakra

Rose quartz crystal 
for heart chakra

Citrine quartz crystal 
for power chakra

Carnelian crystal 
for sacral chakra

Smokey quartz crystal 
for root chakra
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feel like they can be more present in their lives, feel safe to be
their authentic selves and feel more grounded in who they are,
and more connected to the earth.
A master crystal is a crystal that connects the soul to the

Divine. It is a great moment when one meets their master crystal.
It becomes a teacher and guide to your soul path. I had a beauti-
ful opportunity to see this with a Reiki student who studied all
levels with me and is a Reiki Master while also a licensed
acupuncturist in San Francisco. While I was giving her a Reiki
session one day, Reiki came through with a beautiful image of a
master crystal for her. The image was of a long quartz crystal wand
with little round black spots of hematite in it. Reiki showed me
what is called a Dalmatian Jasper crystal wand! A Dalmatian
wand can connect one to high vibrations and ground to the lov-
ing earth vibrations. It is a powerful wand to clear, empower, pro-
tect and dispel negativity. One can also direct energy with a wand
to where you wish to focus the healing. I shared this with her
expressing that her time had come to accept all her power fully.
It was amazing when later she found her Dalmatian Jasper wand
at Soul Connections, a crystal store near Mount Shasta, CA. She

ing possibilities. It helps one to be their true self and allows the
world to see it. I like to use selenite on either side of the oval.
Selenite is an opalescent white made of thin striations. It is
very calming, peaceful and delivers pure light into the aura.
Selenite connects with the angelic realms and brings angelic
protection around the aura grid. I use many raw rose quartz
crystals for the aura grid to bring in the power and protection
of pure Universal Love. The rose quartz helps to hold love
inside the aura and repels negativity from entering. I place
black tourmaline at the bottom of the oval for connection to
the earth, as black tourmaline grounds the soul to the earth to
manifest one’s soul path. Black tourmaline creates strong pro-
tection and dispels negativity, helping one’s grounding cord
connect to the center of the earth. I often will place crystals in
the person’s hands dependent on what healing vibrations they
need. Citrine is lovely for more empowerment and self-confi-
dence within the aura oval of crystals.
I use the Power symbol over the aura grid to bring in power

and protection and raise both hands together to start a thick
thread of Reiki light to weave the crystal grid in place around the
client in a clockwise direction. I ask Reiki to fill up their whole
aura inside the grid. Afterward, many clients have shared they

Lapis lazuli oval tumbled crystal 

Master crystal ball, clear quartz and light smokey quartz 
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different forms of light which is LOVE. To be in balance, revital-
ized, creative, joyful, centered and happy. Crystals with Reiki are a
magical, fun and creative way to offer healing! 1
Here is a website to easily see all crystals definitions. http://www.crys-
taldictionary.com/a.html

Shekhina von Recklinghausen is an Usui Reiki Master
Teacher and Shamanic Practitioner. She has a great
love for crystals and enjoys combining their ancient
wisdom with Reiki healing. She is also a Sound Healer
with Reiki and offers Sound Healing events. Shekhina
has been teaching Reiki classes and Shamanic Em-
powerment workshops for women for over fifteen

years. She has a spiritual practice of honoring the Mother Earth with grati-
tude, prayer and song every day. Shekhina lives in San Francisco, CA and
can be contacted through her website at www.HealerInLight.com.

felt immense energy and warmth move through her whole body
when she first touched her master crystal. I could see a glow all
around her to her heart while holding it as she shared the story.
I have more than one master crystal for myself; right now I am

working with a remarkable crystal ball of both clear quartz crys-
tal and light smoky quartz in combination. It is about a foot wide,
and I use this beautiful crystal ball for my healing and spiritual
guidance. I often meditate with this master crystal and ask ques-
tions I wish guidance for in my own life. I enjoy one of the old-
est techniques of gazing into the crystal ball and allowing answers
to emerge from the images that come forth. It is calming and
uplifting for me when I hold my master crystal. I feel safe and
embraced energetically by Divine Love.
I am always inspired and excited by the magic of Reiki, the Uni-

versal Love, and crystals from the earth working together to heal
and rejuvenate people. I feel that Reiki is Universal Light, crystals
are earth light, humans are made of light, all coming together in

Reiki ignites the chakra crystal grid and the aura crystal grid creating protection, upliftment and crystalline light healing.
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